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Born in Australia on 14 May 1945, Barry attended the University of Queensland and graduated with a Bachelor of Architecture and Master of Urban Studies.

Barry was an instrumental figure in building up the Faculty of Architecture of The University of Hong Kong in its early days. In 1971, he joined the Department of Architecture as a Lecturer and contributed to the formation of the then school of architecture and subsequently the Faculty of Architecture, separating architecture from engineering at the University. He was also significant for establishing the planning and urban design disciplines in the 1970s and 1980s within the school.

Barry served as Dean of the Faculty of Architecture from 1990 to 1998. Under his leadership, the BArch course was reformulated into a new BA(AS) and MArch curriculum, enabling students to specialize in diverse areas of architecture. Student design competitions became an integral part of the program and the awards won by the students in subsequent years were unprecedented. Thereafter, Barry continued to be actively involved in architectural education as both an Adjunct Professor and an Honorary Professor at the Department of Architecture.

In addition to his commitment to education, Barry has made significant contributions to the architecture community as President of The Hong Kong Institute of Architects (1999-2000) and Chairman of the Architects Registration Board (1991-1992). His public duties included service as a co-opted member of the Planning Development Conservation Committee of the Urban Renewal Authority (2001-2008) and as Chairman of the Authorized Person Registration Committee (2001-2003).
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You are invited to make a donation https://www.giving.hku.hk/donatenow/barrywill towards the establishment of a fund, in honor of Professor Will, that will support student advancement at the Department of Architecture, The University of Hong Kong.